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PROFILE

Experienced full-stack developer seeking new opportunities. Proficient in both front-end and back-end technologies,
with a proven track record of creating responsive and user-friendly web applications. Strong expertise in Angular,
TypeScript, PHP, and Laravel. Eager to contribute innovative solutions and collaborate in dynamic teams to drive
projects to success.

Throughout my career, I have worked in diverse roles, including an American airline, where I gained valuable
experience in the transportation sector, and an accounting firm. From these positions, I have contributed to projects
varying from e-commerce applications to public services. With a background in different sectors, I have honed my
skills in developing solutions from the ground up, capable of serving a high volume of users.

In addition to my technical expertise, I consider myself a team player who values communication and collaboration.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Breeze Airways - via BairesDev United States (Remote)
Frontend Developer Nov 2022 – Present

Summary: Breeze Airways is a Low-cost US airline, convenient travel, nationwide destinations, simplified flying
experience.

Formula: Achievement (metrics if possible) + how? (stack, tools).
● Successfully implemented a new feature in the booking mobile app allowing an automated transition from

offline to online and upgrading the rating app from 3.6 to 4.0 in PlayStore.
● Refactored for optimized login, token expiration, and enhanced user experience by using Angular,

GraphQL, TypeScript and Ionic
● Created a notification banner with the updating notifications regarding climate changes affecting the

passenger journey and flight timings, achieving optimized operations and marketing procedures.
● Increased company revenue through email reminders to passengers, encouraging the addition of extra

baggage or flight extras.

Techstack: Angular 15, GraphQL, Socket.IO, Typescript
Additional skills: Ruby on Rails, Cypress

GlobalFinances Ecuador (On-Site)
FullStack Developer October 2019 - Nov 2022

Summary: GlobalFinances, an Ecuador-based accounting firm, specializes in simplifying clients' accounting
processes through its software solution.

● Served as Tech Lead, guiding a compact team of 3 developers.
● Developed an accounting software from scratch, conceptualizing essential processes to meet required

specifications by using Angular, Laravel (PHP), MongoDB, PostgresDB, AWS, Oracle.
● Designed and built a billing module capable of managing over +80,000 monthly invoices.
● Implemented React Context API to handle the global state of the app and leverage React Hooks
● Participated in multiple meetings following the Scrum methodology, aiming to comprehend, enhance, and

execute solutions for various Epics, Tasks, and User Stories

Techstack: Angular 15, Laravel (PHP), Node, Expressjs, JavaScript, Typescript, Reduxjs, PostgreSQL
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Additional skills: Socket.IO, Testing Library, Ant Design, Scrum

VisionXpand United States (Remote)
Fullstack Developer April 2018- August 2019

Summary: VisionXpand, a company providing digital hotel management solutions. It highlights services, software
modules like Channel Manager and Reservation Engine, a mobile app, and global reach for consulting and support

● Successfully implemented a responsive design approach, ensuring seamless user experience across various
devices.

● Enhanced the website's header section, effectively introducing the core offerings of VisionXpand and
boosting user engagement through a prominent Call-to-Action.

● Developed and showcased the company's services, including consulting, global visibility, and digital
solutions, effectively presenting their value proposition.

● Contributed to the presentation of software modules like Channel Manager and Reservation Engine,
utilizing descriptive content and images to convey features to users.

● Engaged users through the contact section by highlighting the company's global reach and exceptional
client satisfaction, encouraging potential clients to get in touch

Techstack: Laravel (PHP), JavaScript, PostgreSQ, VueJs
Additional skills: MongoDB, Unit Testing, Amazon Web Services (AWS)

MadeByNativos United States (Remote)
Fullstack Developer June 2018- August 2019

Summary: MadeByNativos e-commerce platform emphasizing Ancient Native traditions with handcrafted products.
Supported cultural preservation, artisans, and offered a distinctive alternative to mass-produced goods

● Developed "MadeByNativos" e-commerce platform using Laravel framework.
● Created a user-friendly interface to showcase handcrafted products
● Implemented secure user authentication and authorization functionalities
● ConImplemented a content management system for easy product updates
● EnIncorporated SEO best practices to enhance online visibility
● Enabled customer reviews and ratings for product feedback.
● Ensured efficient site performance through code optimization and caching techniques.

Techstack: Laravel (PHP), JavaScript, PostgreSQL, React
Additional skills: MongoDB, Unit Testing, Amazon Web Services (AWS)

ADDITIONAL & FREELANCEWORK EXPERIENCE (SUMMARY)

BusPortuguesa- Software Engineer. (2018 - 2019)
Techstack: JavaScript, Laravel (PHP), MySql, Amazon Web Services (AWS).

STACK & SKILLS

Development: Frontend: Angular, React, Vue, Nextjs, Redux/Context API, Flexbox, CSS Grid, Styled-components,
Storybook, Jasmine, Tailwind, Cypress, Chakra UI. Backend: Typescript, Laravel (PHP), Python, RESTful APIs,
Microservices, Mongoose.
Databases:MySQL, PostgreSQL, MongoDB
Additional tools: GraphQL



EDUCATION

UPTP JJ. Montilla, Venezuela

Informatics Engineering (Bachelor’s Degree) 2014 - 2019

LANGUAGES

English: Highly proficient
Spanish: Native


